A T THIS M OM E N T in history we are in an extraordinarily r apid period of change. We are in an age of turmoil and rebellion , with conside r able angry destruction of the old and accustomed gods. This is an age of questioning, of incisive exploration , and of disruptive political, social, cultural, industrial, and personal demands.
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What we were comfortable with in job titles in industry a pair of decades ago , we n ow find outmoded and inappropriate. Whereas the old Dictionar y of Occupational Titles carr ied such work designations as "beach com ber ," "cir cu s detective," "flatfifties checker (t obacco) ," " r u mble seat assembler ," and "sh eet music plugger," the 1965 edition has added such new categories to our work culture as " agr icu ltu r al-engineer ing technician," "assembler, rocket engines," "shrimp-peeling machining operator," and " artificial inseminator."
Technologic Change
These deletions and additions are all part of a vast technologic change which has had a gr eat impact on Man. This change has been complex, and has been characterized by several discrete components: a) scientific management, or time and motion studies, b) mergers and consolidations, c) changes in plant locations, d) shifts in product demand, e) changes in machinery and technology, and, f) automation. While some of these six segments were developed initially as singular elements, contemporary industry frequently has seen a simultaneous or joint growth and application of several of these innovations. All of these changes have affected the kinds of jobs we do in occupational health.
How can we, of today's industrial world, as representatives of thoughtful, concerned organizations, function more effectively? In essence, what are our expectations? Dickens, in his " Gr eat Expectations" wrote: "P r ob ably every new and eagerly expected garment ever put on since clothes came in, fell a e. They are self-organized with activities, duties and responsibilities which completely engage their participants and develop group consciousness, are likely to be more responsive to public interest than are unorganized and isolated individuals, and tend to become increasingly concerned with the achievement of social ends. I have a feeling-not too closely definable-that, soon, nursing will have independence, a greater individual and group control, and a true sharing role with medicine in decision-making and planning. Nursing skills, practices, and methodologies will be horizontal with, not subordinate to , procedures in preventive, diagnostic, therapeutic, and rehabilitative medicine. This is particularly given credence as skills are transferred to higher and higher levels, and as we aspire to greater professional planes. We have seen, in the past two decades, the development, training, and use of licensed vocational (practical) nurses, and nurses aides, in an effort to relieve professional nursing shortages. This move has had parallel action in social work and teaching, and more recently, the concept of health aides has appeared 8 as an implementation of current social legislation passed by the Congress. There has been considerable discussion, also, among college directorates of the establishment of a Master of Medicine degree, based on a curricular program structured to provide similar knowing assistants to the Doctors of Medicine.
CCUPATIONAL HEALTH NURSING will progress to the same kind of identified group as nursing in general, if each individual nurse continues to grow personally, intellectually and professionally. The same kind of gutsy determination must emerge which made you retain your insular, but respected, stand at the time of the re-organization of the nursing associations. The assumption of this posture of a truly learned group requires dedicated, committed, sound, convinced leadership. It requires nurses in industry who are fearless in their dialogs with management, as students in recent months have been fearless in their dialogs with the administrative bodies of universities. It requires a courage based on knowledge, wisdom, and deep personal belief.
The new design in occupational health nursingthe new model-is entirely possible, and mandatory, because of a) the contemporary social legislation relating to the welfare of all Americans, b) industry's tremendous investment in health insurance for its workers, c) union demands for greater health benefits, d) the influx of new work materials, e) the development of new products, and f) the appearance of new work deadlines.
Education
Occupational medicine has moved strongly into accurately delineated educational programs; stand· ards or qualifications for certification; a knowledge of computer applications and operations; automated case-finding;' tightened skills in epidemiologic investigations; the identification of subclinical or behavioral changes resulting from toxic exposures; and a concern for the effects on Man of the total environment. These are areas of knowledge which are all within the grasp of the occupational health nurse.
In a study documented by a report entitled, "Se-lected Areas of Knowledge or Skill Basic to Effective Practice of Occupational Health Nursing," (American Nurses Association, March, 1966), 26 areas are indicated as essential to this specialty in nursing. A rough grouping of these areas comprising this list provides these numbers: 6--human behavior and its counseling and teaching correlates; 5-health appraisal and referral; 4-administration; 4-related disciplines (e.g., industrial hygiene, sanitation); 4technical; 3-history and philosophy (of occupational health nursing). To be underscored is the fact that only 4, or 15 percent, of these skill areas concerned a technical capability. The others involved activities not usually identified with nursing.
To acquire these skills, education is needed. And the American Association of Industrial Nurses and its State and local groups can be, and must be, the sponsoring and stimulating forces behind the educational movement. Where are the sites for this education? They are in the universities where there is strength in occupational health and not necessarily exceptional vigor in nursing.
Only 7 per cent of the occupational health nurses studied by the Public Health Service had college degrees-not because of indolence, but because this was the custom when most of you were in school, in the diploma programs. There is a desirable fallout from graduate education-increased recognition by industry of the worth implicit in this further learning. What has happened in public health, in demanding the master's degree of its nurses can happen here!
Public Relations
The publications from your groups have been good, but more are needed. The word on occupational health nursing must be spread extramurally to other nurses and to other groups. There must be some good speakers among you-but they must be superb speakers who are enthusiastic and convinced individuals. They should be trained, and they should , speak at American Management Association semii nars, at meetings of other national and local management and personnel associations, at schools of , nursing, and at high schools during those weeks devoted to a study of occupations and careers. Glamorize the specialty, and do not be afraid to pick your American Association of Industrial Nurses Journal. April. 1967 tomatoes over your lemons to carry out this task. The public relations program is vital, because replacements are needed. The Public Health Service study of occupational health nurses informed us that two-thirds of the respondents were over the age of 45. If 850,000 nurses of all kinds will be needed by 1970 (according to the Interagency Conference on Nursing Statistics) ,2 825 occupational health nurses (two per cent of the total), or twice this number if one assumes there are 18,000 in this specialty area, will be required. They should be young graduates with the anticipation of long work-lives. You and your organizations can bring them in, for there are techniques, and there are advantages to be offered.
L'Envoi
These were the three suggestions for greater organizational effectiveness: a change in the profession, education, and public relations. Now is the desirable time to wake your groups, during this period of social-and self-inquiry, and disquietude. A new model is needed, as startling as was Ada Mayo Stewart's use of a bicycle to make her rounds for the Vermont Marble Works at last century's end.
We must push mediocrity aside to achieve excellence in what we do, for neither time nor "the other fellow" will do this for us. Phillips Brooks wrote, "The ideal life is in our blood and never will be still. Sad will be the day for any man when he becomes contented with the thoughts he is thinking and the ideas he is doing-where there is not forever beating at the doors of his soul some great desire to do something larger, which he knows that he was meant and made to do."
The responsibility for exciting growth rests with you. Only then, when this is accepted, will there be the thrust needed to reach the apogee of excellence-and increase "the riches of your own individual personalities."
